The Law of Common Fate from Gestalt psychology states that visual objects moving with the same velocity along parallel trajectories will be perceived by a human observer as grouped. However, the concept of common fate is much broader than mere velocity; in this paper we explore how common fate results from coordinated changes in luminance and size. We present results from a crowdsourced graphical perception study where we asked workers to make perceptual judgments on a series of trials involving four graphical objects under the influence of conflicting static and dynamic visual factors (position, size and luminance) used in conjunction. Our results yield the following rankings for visual grouping: motion > (dynamic luminance, size, luminance); dynamic size > (dynamic luminance, position); and dynamic luminance > size. We also conducted a follow-up experiment to evaluate the three dynamic visual factors in a more ecologically valid setting, using both a Gapminder-like animated scatterplot and a thematic map of election data.
INTRODUCTION
Animation is commonly used for state changes in HCI and visualization applications, allowing the viewer to gradually track changes in an interface rather than having to reinterpret a visual representation or interface from scratch [4, 46] . However, designing animated transitions so that they convey changes that are smooth and simple to follow is not trivial, and involves issues such as pacing [22] , staging [16] , and tracking [44, 56] of animated objects. The Gestalt Law of Common Fate (LCF) [38] is an example of a widely known guideline for designing animations, where visual elements that move with the same velocity (i.e. same speed and same direction) are said to be perceived as sharing the same "fate", and thus belong to the same group. The LCF is also the only of the five Gestalt Laws that deals with dynamic (i.e. animated, time-changing) properties; the others all concern static instances of grouping in visual perception [59] .
Although the Gestalt Laws-including LCF-were derived from perceptual psychology experiments in the early 1900s at the "Berlin School" of psychology [38] , only a few isolated examples of application to dynamic visualizations have been explored [10, 27, 62] . This presents an opportunity for visualization research to delve deeper into human perception for the purposes of optimizing animated transitions. For example, better knowledge of the automatic grouping of animated objects may suggest ways to structure animated transitions so that their complexity is decreased and they become easier to perceive. Furthermore, while most examples of LCF use visual elements with identical trajectories [38] , the philosophical meaning of a "common fate" of objects engaged in joint motion is not necessarily restricted to velocity [48] . Rather, a general interpretation of "common fate" might † The first two authors contributed equally to the work. • Amira Chalbi merely imply shared dynamic behavior between multiple objects that creates a perception that they are under the influence of the same physical process [1] . Such shared behaviors include growth and compression (size) as well as darkening and brightening (luminance). Given this background, it is useful to ask ourselves how the visual grouping arising from common fate is influenced by such dynamic behaviors, and how these factors interact with each other. Answering these questions may shed light on potential new ways to add structure to animated transitions in interfaces and visualizations.
In this paper, we study these intricacies of the Gestalt Law of Common Fate by means of a large-scale online graphical perception experiment involving 100 crowdworkers performing perceptual grouping tasks. Our experiment was designed to compare three static visual factors (position, size, and luminance) and three dynamic visual factors (velocity, luminance change, and size change). For each trial, four graphical objects were grouped by two properties at a time: two pairs were grouped based on one factor and two other pairs based on another. This enabled us to not only study the individual grouping strength of each visual factor, but also to rank the factors in order of their relative grouping strength. Furthermore, to increase the ecological validity of our work, we also conducted a follow-up experiment asking participants to perceive dynamic changes in an animated scatterplot as well as a thematic map. We discuss how these findings can inform the design of animated transitions to reduce cognitive load.
BACKGROUND
Here we give a general overview of relevant work in perceptual psychology, graphical perception, and animation in visualization.
Perception and Gestalt Psychology
Perception comprises the innate sensory components of the human cognitive system that are pre-conscious and used to represent and understand the environment, and visual perception is the perceptual component dealing with sight. As the most important of the senses, the human visual system has evolved over millions of years to allow individuals to distinguish, identify, and track objects in their vision [34] .
Much of the seminal work on visual perception was conducted in the early 1900s by the so-called "Berlin School" of experimental psychology. This eventually led to the development of Gestalt psychology [38] , a theory of mind based on a holistic view of human visual perception where the sum of the perceived "gestalt" is qualitatively different than its component parts, and in effect has an identity of its own. One key practical outcome of Gestalt psychology was the development of the law of prägnanz (German, pithiness) [38] , which can be operationalized into the so-called "Gestalt laws" [59] : examples include the Law of Proximity, which states that objects at close distances are perceptually grouped, or the Law of Similarity, which states that objects with similar visual appearance are grouped together. Analogously, the Law of Common Fate-incidentally, the only Gestalt law dealing with dynamic settings-is commonly understood to state that objects with the same movement are perceptually grouped together. Recent research suggests that the same feature selection mechanism may underlie both similarity and LCF-based grouping [40, 67] .
Motion and Animation
Much of visual perception evolved for survival purposes, and few perceptual properties have the urgency of rapid movement. As a result, the human visual system is highly sensitive to motion and is capable of tracking multiple objects moving simultaneously [14, 44] . Animation, where the illusion of motion is recreated through the rapid display of a sequence of static images, is thus of interest both for psychology and for entertainment applications in artificial settings.
Animation has long been used in graphical user interfaces to show progress, convey state transitions, and notify the user of changes [4, 33, 17] . Animated transitions have become particularly popular and are used in a variety of applications, ranging from presentation software and video editors to visualization tools [26] . Perceptual studies suggest that smooth transitions not only improve user decisionmaking [30] , but also facilitate their mental map [7] and recall [49] . Despite much literature praising the merits of animations, Tversky et al. [56] note that there exist several studies showing that they could harm more than they help, but attribute the unpromising conclusions to poor animation design choices and flaws in evaluation protocols.
Animations can be specifically designed to convey data. Cartoonists were the first to investigate how to communicate emotions through motion [35] . Bartram et al. [6] proved the effectiveness of animated icons to notify changes. Ware et al. [63] suggested the use of animation to express causal relationships between entities in visualizations.
Structured animations can be used to reduce visual complexity during a transition. Heer and Robertson [32] proposed introducing discrete stages during transitions between statistical data graphics to help users follow the animations. Chevalier et al. [16] investigated staggering-an extreme case of staging-but found no positive impact on user performance. Dragicevic et al. [22] studied how temporal pacing for animation can be distorted to improve perception, and Du et al. [24] studied how a spatio-temporal structuring can reduce visual complexity by bundling trajectories of animated objects.
Animated transitions are also increasingly used in information visualization to support various operations such as filtering, sorting, zooming, or changing visual representations. Bartram and Ware were among the first to study them in this context for brushing [5] . Van Wijk and Nuij [58] proposed a mathematically optimized animation scheme for panning and zooming so that the visual flow is invariant. The Scat-terDice [25] and GraphDice [9] techniques leverage shape transitions between scatterplots and node-link diagrams, respectively.
Gestalt Laws in Visualization
The Gestalt Laws are an important component of visual perception that researchers have attempted to leverage for more efficient visual communication. Early work in cartographic animation assumes that common fate is more generally valid for objects that change together, e.g., by blinking, though no formal evaluation is reported [10] . Ware and Bobrow used motion as a mechanism to highlight a subgraph of interest in a larger graph. While they initially found that motion dominates hue for highlighting [61] , their most recent studies suggest that motion and hue can be used in conjunction for the highlighting of two different entities simultaneously [62] . Finally, Romat et al. [47] can be said to leverage the notion of common fate by animating the link lines in a node-link diagrams to indicate direction, rate, and speed.
Friedrich and colleagues [27, 43] successfully applied the Law of Common Fate to make subgraphs apparent when transitioning from one layout to another to preserve the viewer's mental map. The goal was to find an animation of the subgraph of interest that would be interpreted by the brain as movement of three-dimensional objects, using affine transforms to decompose the motion into a series of translations, rotations, scalings, and shears. They found that the Law of Common Fate not only holds for objects moving in the same direction, but also for objects which move in any structured way. However, none of these studies are empirical, and, more importantly, few prior efforts have directly studied common fate for visualization.
THE GESTALT LAW OF COMMON FATE
The predominant interpretation of the Gestalt Law of Common Fate (LCF) is that the concept of "common fate" solely refers to the visual grouping of elements moving in a coherent motion, i.e. with the same speed and direction. One way to intuitively explain this phenomenon is that the moving objects that are visually grouped are under the influence of a single factor causing them to move along the same trajectory.
However, this simplistic interpretation is not the only one. Wertheimer, one of the founders of Gestalt psychology, used moving objects with identical velocity as an illustrating example in his original German manuscript [64] . However, as noted by Sekuler and Bennett in 2001 [48] , he also included a passage on broader interpretations of the concept of common fate that never appeared in the English transcript: "The principle [of common fate] applies to a wide range of conditions; how wide, is not discussed here."
Biased by the belief that Gestaltists only had motion in mind when developing LCF, subsequent studies in psychology have mostly focused on investigating the limits of figure-ground segmentation under variations of motion coherence [39, 51, 57] , which may explain why the simplified and incomplete version of the law has become prevalent. Exceptions include studies on dynamic luminance [1, 48] and its informal application to cartographic animation [10] and graph visualization [43, 62] . As stated by Brooks in a recent survey on perceptual grouping: "Although common fate grouping is often considered to be very strong, to my knowledge, there are no quantitative comparisons of its strength with other grouping principles."(p. 60, [12] )
Given this background, we formulate two distinct research questions that we focus on in this work:
RQ1 Does the Law of Common Fate extend to other dynamic visual variables, such as dynamic luminance or size? While past work [1, 48] has proved this for luminance, we want to study this more broadly for other visual variables.
RQ2 What is the relation between the (extended) Law of Common Fate and other Gestalt Laws?
As the only Gestalt law dealing with animation, and given the perceptual urgency of motion [56] , we are interested in the relation between LCF and other Gestalt laws.
To answer these, we discuss criteria that may have an impact on perceptual grouping and identify visual variables that obey them.
Criteria for Perceptual Grouping
As is clear from the above treatment of Gestalt psychology, perceptual grouping of visual objects arises from relations between visual variables. Identifying (and ranking) such visual variables was one of the fundamental advances of early work in visualization; for example, Bertin [8] lists seven visual variables, and Cleveland and McGill [18] list ten. However, it is not feasible for us to study all of these visual variables, and besides, not all of them have the same potential for exhibiting perceptual grouping. Here we describe our selection criteria.
Associativity
Visual variables that support grouping are often described as associative in the literature. It is worth noting, however, that this term has often been misunderstood by the community. As Carpendale points out [13] , there are discrepancies between the notion of associativity as defined by Bertin [8, p. 48] and that which is usually understood [45] . For Bertin, a variable is associative if objects can be grouped across other variables despite changes in that one. In contrast, Carpendale's definition of associativity refers to perceptual grouping power.
Since we focus on grouping, we adopted Carpendale's definition, yielding one dynamic (motion) and eight static (position, size, shape, luminance, color, orientation, grain, texture) associative variables.
Ordered Transitions
Since our focus is on common fate, our second criterion of selection pertains to the dynamic aspects of the above listed associative variables. Among these variables, there are several for which it is difficult to describe a dynamic behavior and specify a transition. For instance, working with shapes, textures or color hue, we would have many options to choose from as people (including us) have no clear intuition of how one should transition from one value to another.
Thus, in the spirit of keeping the study as simple as possible, we focused on variables that, in addition to being associative, are ordered, i.e. a change in these variable can be perceptually interpreted as increasing or decreasing. This allows for deterministically interpolating between values for both increasing transitions (the value of the visual variable grows), or decreasing transitions (the value becomes smaller). From the list of associative variables given by Carpendale [13] , only position, luminance, and size are ordered.
Visual Variables with Grouping
We focus on the static and dynamic versions of the three visual variables satisfying our criteria as follows:
Static Variables
Static visual variables are invariant over time and thus do not create the perception of common fate. However, including these factors allows us to answer RQ2 on the relation between LCF and other laws.
• Static position (SP): Visual elements in close proximity are perceived as grouped, a phenomenon known as the Law of Proximity. Geometric position is also generally ranked as the most perceptually accurate visual variable [8, 18] .
• Static size (SS): According to the Law of Similarity, elements with the same size will be grouped together. Bertin [8] names size as the second most perceptually accurate visual variable, whereas Cleveland and McGill [18] rank area as number five.
• Static luminance (SL): By the same Law of Similarity, elements with the same color are grouped. Bertin ranks it at number five, and Cleveland and McGill rank it as "color saturation" at six.
Dynamic Variables
Dynamic visual properties represent behavior that changes over time, which means that they may exhibit common fate effects. These factors allow us to answer RQ1 on whether the concept of common fate extends beyond mere object motion.
• Dynamic position (DP): The canonical example of the Law of Common Fate: objects moving with the same speed and direction are perceived as belonging to the same group.
• Dynamic size (DS): Are visual objects that grow or shrink in the same manner perceived as belonging to the same group?
• Dynamic luminance (DL): As shown by prior studies, visual objects becoming brighter or darker in the same way are perceived as belonging to the same group [48, 59, 62] . However, these experiments did not allow for investigation of the relation of DL to other visual variables, both static and dynamic.
STUDY RATIONALE
Our goals are to (i) determine whether the LCF extends to visual variables beyond motion, and to (ii) determine the relative grouping strength of LCF and other Gestalt laws. Here we present our rationale.
Task Rationale
In our study, we chose to give participants perceptual tasks where four graphical objects were grouped by two properties at a time so as to create two orthogonal possible groupings, and ask participants which emergent groups they perceive. In other words, we make two visual variables compete, and record which one-if any-coincides with the participant's answer, and hence influenced their grouping perception. From a visual variable's grouping power perspective, any answer to the above question falls into one of the three following categories:
(i) the participant's grouping coincides with that dictated by the first visual property, and we can assume that the corresponding visual variable thus has the highest grouping strength for this task; (ii) they grouped the objects based on the second, competing property, so we assume that the other visual variable has the highest grouping strength for this task; or (iii) none of the above (i.e., they grouped differently), in which case none of the two variables can be said to have a grouping power for this task.
Our focus being on common fate, we are primarily interested in tasks where dynamic variables are involved, and hence on animated transitions implementing these dynamic behaviors. However, for the sake of experimental completeness, we also tested static variables against each other, and our trials also included static visualizations.
By making a dynamic visual variable compete against any of the static variables whose grouping power is established (i.e., by the Law of Proximity or the Law of Similarity), we can quantitatively measure the grouping power of the Law of Common Fate-in our case, restricted to motion, dynamic luminance, or dynamic size. The more cases where participants deviate from the Laws of Proximity and Similarity in favor of the dynamic property, the stronger the evidence that the associated dynamic visual variable has perceptual grouping power, and subsequently the stronger the evidence that the Law of Common Fate applies to this variable (RQ1). The relative grouping strength between each variable is directly measurable from tasks comparing pairs of non-conflicting visual variables (RQ2). Table 1 summarizes all of the possible pairwise comparisons for our six visual variables. Out of the 36 cells, we do not consider selfcomparisons (diagonal), nor do we count duplicates (i.e. SP vs. DL is the same as DL vs. SP); these are grayed out. We also discard any pairwise comparison where a dynamic visual variable competes against its static counterpart (e.g. SS vs. DS). The reason is to avoid conflicts: having orthogonal groups bound to the same visual variable would necessarily break the notion of similarity at a point during the animation, making such cases difficult to interpret. 1 This leaves 12 distinct pairwise comparisons that form our set of tasks for the study: DP-DS, DP-DL, DP-SS, DP-SL, DS-DL, DS-SP, DS-SL, DL-SP, DL-SS, SP-SS, SP-SL, and SS-SL. Table 1 : Comparison Tasks Generated from the Six Visual Variables.
Summary of Tasks
DP DS DL SP SS SL DP - DS-DP DP-DL - DP-SS DP-SL DS DP-DS - DS-DL DS-SP - DS-SL DL DP-DL DS-DL - DL-SP DL-SS - SP - DS-SP DL-SP - SP-SS SP-SL SS DP-SS - DL-SS SP-SS - SS-SL SL DP-SL DS-SL - SP-SL SS-SL -
Manipulation of Visual Variables
Let visual property henceforth denote a specific value for a visual variable. To create the above tasks, where objects are grouped by similar visual properties, we manipulate static properties (i.e. position, size, and luminance) as well as dynamic behaviors (i.e. changes in position, changes in size, and changes in luminance). Through these manipulations across objects, we can manipulate the relation of similarity-in the most general sense of the term-between objects to create distinct groups of objects sharing similar visual properties.
Here, we propose a generalization of similarity in a particular visual variable's definition space for both the static and dynamic aspects.
General Notation
In the following, we use S to refer to the set of visual objects in a task. For a given object A in S , V A (t) refers to the value of a visual variable at time t, and ΔV A (t i−1 ,t i ) denotes the difference of values for A between time t i−1 and t i (i.e.
where the increment between times t i−1 and t i corresponds to one step at the finest observable temporal resolution.
Let P A (t), S A (t) and L A (t) refer to the position, size, and luminance of the object A at time t of the animation. Object luminance is normalized to [0, 1], where 0 is black and 1 is white, for a given display.
Similarity and Similar Behavior
Visual objects A and B are similar with respect to a visual variable V at time t if their difference is below a threshold:
In the static case, the notion of similarity for two objects A and B directly refers to the Law of Proximity for position, and the Law of Similarity for size and luminance. In other words, these static situations correspond to the special cases in the above definition where P A (t) and P B (t), S A (t) and S B (t), L A (t) and L B (t) are constant over time (i.e., static position, size, and luminance).
What the Law of Common Fate suggests, is that even if objects are not similar at any time t, the fact that they behave similarly is a factor for perceptual grouping. Put differently, this means that the difference in their variations across time is below a certain threshold. Formally, visual objects A and B behave similarly between t i−1 and t i if: We can operationalize these rules to create groupings for any of the above visual variables by ensuring both that (1) objects that are to be grouped are indeed similar (within some tolerance), and that (2) there exist no other object in S that is similar to the objects in the group. We note that these rules do not apply generally across all situations, but only in the context of our controlled experiment; in general, similarity is highly contextual. For example, two objects with identical luminance will not be perceived as similar if one is placed on a darker background and the other on a lighter background.
Neutrality
To control for perceptual processes and confounding effects, all objects in S should be theoretically neutral, i.e. they should all be similar in all aspects (both static and dynamic). For simplicity and to guarantee perceptual grouping neutrality, we use a set of static and identical visual objects as a default set. It is only when testing the effect of visual variables on grouping that we modify these specific object properties to create distinct groups, as described above.
The only exception for neutrality is position, since it does not make sense to have objects overlap. Perfect position similarity (i.e. τ P = 0) would entail all objects sharing the exact same position. In fact, we also cannot enforce equidistance between all possible pairs of objects for sets of more than three objects. Dot lattices are commonly used in psychology experiments that study proximity grouping [12] ; however, we chose to avoid too much regularity in object arrangement since this can also lead to grouping by proximity [50] .
Any positioning strategy deviating from the above rules will necessarily introduce a small bias for a set of more than three objects. To minimize the spatial proximity that may occur by uniform random positioning, we used a similar approach to Poisson-disc sampling [11] , which results in a balanced spatial distribution by adding a constraint on the spatial position of each object relative to the closest neighbor: each object must be located within a distance range [d min , d max ] from its closest neighbor (measured from the objects' centers). The smaller this distance range is, the more regular the objects' arrangement.
Design Decisions
We made several design decisions when designing our experiment, based on extensive pilot testing and the above theoretical framework.
Choice of Animation
Because we primarily study the impact of dynamic changes on perceptual grouping, our main focus when testing dynamic variables lies in what happens during the animated transition itself, and nothing more. We want to prevent any bias that may be caused by the exposure to the first frame (i.e. the initial static state) or the end frame (i.e. the final static state). Hence, for the tasks involving dynamic changes, we prompt the participants with an animation that loops continuously, with a short interruption-a white screen-between two loops. In other words, the visual objects are never static.
Choice of Object Number
We used a restricted classification task [29, 60] , which consists of mapping conflicting visual variables to different subsets within the set of visual objects, and then asking participants which grouping is strongest. While three objects is more typical when measuring separability [41] , we chose to use four objects grouped by two visual variables in our task because we wanted there to be two clear groups in each trial, as described in Garner [29] . Four is the maximum number of objects that conforms to research in subitizing and object tracking, which states that most people can track up to four moving objects with near-perfect accuracy [14] . In practice, given objects A, B, C, and D, we assign the pairs (A, B) vs. (C, D) to be similar in variable V , and the orthogonal pairs (A,C) vs. (B, D) to be similar in V .
Four objects organized in groups of two yields three possible grouping choices. For simplicity, we give all three groupings as multiplechoice options in a trial. Two groupings relate to the two respective visual variables (V and V ). The third choice, however, has no meaning, and indicates that a participant perceived the strongest grouping from a non-existent similarity. If this meaningless choice is favored by participants, this may mean there was a confound, or that none of the visual variables involved cause perceptual grouping. This is useful for a crowdsourced study such as ours, where we have less control over participants and experimental settings than for a laboratory study.
Grouping Strength
For a trial involving two variables V and V , we define the grouping strength of V and V as binary scores-preferred vs. not preferred. If participant indicates that one of the variables is preferred over the other, this results in a grouping strength of 1 for the former and 0 for the latter; if neither variable is selected, both are set to 0.
METHOD
Based on the above background, we designed a crowdsourced study to investigate our research questions (Figure 1 ). The survey can be found at http://bit.ly/common-fate and supplementary materials for all studies at https://osf.io/3zkhv. Here we describe how we generated the tasks; see supplementary materials for further details.
Task Generation
We generate visual objects as circles with a default radius of 10px (relative to the default viewport size of 300×400 pixels), a default luminance of 0.66 (luminance ∈ [0, 1]) and outlined with a black stroke.
To guarantee that the groups are unambiguous, we test the most favorable conditions for each visual variable by adopting a strategy that aims to maximize the intra-group similarity (τ V ), while ensuring a large enough inter-group distance (θ V ) ( Table 2 ). To maximize divergence in behaviour while reducing predictability, the parameters vary slightly across conditions. SP constraints also vary depending on the maximum size of the visual objects in each condition. In all cases, θ V is well above just-noticeable difference (JND) thresholds, and we believe any systemic impact on the outcome due to these differences is minimal. For DP, clusters have randomly generated perpendicular velocities with the same speed, and we enforce minimum pairwise distances between initial and final SP of all four objects. For DL and DS, opposing groups start at an identical neutral value and then diverge in luminance or size. We also prevent objects from overlapping or leaving the screen. Depending on the task, the resulting visualization is either static (i.e. SP-SS, SP-SL, SS-SL), or a two-second infinitelylooping animation (i.e. all other tasks, since they involve a dynamic variable). We used linear interpolation for DP, DS and DL.
Attention Trials
Although crowdsourced graphical perception experiments are a powerful tool [31] , special care is required for large-scale studies [37] . A typical approach is to add attention trials-i.e. trials where an obviously correct answer exists-to filter out careless responses.
We designed attention trials as trials similar to the regular ones where, instead of opposing two visual variables against each other, we make them work together. This results in a single meaningful grouping defined by both visual variables, and participants who chose other grouping options should be regarded as potentially insincere.
Three types of attention trials were implemented using the following combinations: SS-DP, SP-DL, and SL-DS, each of which was repeated twice. It should be noted that these are virtually inseparable from regular trials, so workers are unlikely to be able to game the study, which was confirmed by some of the participants' comments.
Procedure
Participants were first asked to give informed consent, and were given a calibration guide: we asked them to maximize the browser window and zoom to make the experiment interface visible and avoid scrolling.
Participants were instructed that their task consisted of selecting the pairwise grouping of these objects that best fit their intuition among three proposed groupings-presented as a list of radio buttons. Participants were forced to pick one grouping before moving to the next trial. They could change their mind until pressing the "Next" button, and were instructed to disregard completion time, and to take breaks.
Participants were explicitly instructed to "not spend too much time thinking since there is no correct or wrong answer", and were strongly encouraged to stick to their first impression. Finally, they were warned that they would be given attention tests, and that we may reject their responses based on these tests. After being introduced to the task, participants were asked to practice on a set of three pre-defined trials.
Participants were then asked to perform the experiment. Depending on whether the task involved the manipulation of a dynamic variable or not, participants were shown either a static visualization, or a two-second animated transition that played automatically and looped infinitely until a grouping answer was submitted. Participants had no control over animation. No feedback was given on submitted answers.
After finishing all trials, participants filled out a demographic survey and were given the opportunity to provide freeform comments. 2 Except initial and final SP distance constraints in DP conditions, which are pairwise between all four objects 
Participants
We posted the experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk. 100 participants (46 female), all Turk Masters, responded, and were paid $2.
Apparatus and Setup
The experimental survey was created on the Qualtrics platform. Custom JavaScript code built using D3 was inserted to generate animations. Since the study was crowdsourced, we did not have control over the study apparatus, but we logged information about the screen resolution and the web browser used during the study. All participants used Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox browsers as advised, at a screen resolution ranging from 320 × 480 (iPhone) to 1920 × 1200 pixels.
Experimental Design
Our independent variables were the visual variables DP, DS, DL, SP, SS and SL combined into pairs to form the 12 tasks described above. Each type of task was repeated three times for each participant. Our experiment factors were as follows: 100 crowdsourced participants × 12 TASKS (pairs of DP, DS, DL, SP, SS, SL) × 3 repetitions 3 ,600 trials (excluding practice trials) Trials were grouped into blocks of six, and each block was followed by one attention trial. The order of trials, regular and attention ones, was randomized across participants. For each trial, we recorded the visual variables V and V , their grouping strength (i.e. the binary score of whether the variable was preferred), and the completion time.
Hypotheses
H1 The LCF extends to dynamic luminance and dynamic size. This prediction follows from our discussion above, from Wertheimer himself [64] and prior studies on correlated modulations of luminance as a figure-ground segmentation factor [48, 59, 62] .
H2 The grouping strength of Common Fate is higher than Proximity. Animation has high urgency [56] , so we think it will outperform even the Law of Proximity.
RESULTS
Drawing on current best practices in HCI [19, 23] , our data analysis is based on estimation, i.e. effect sizes with confidence intervals [20] . This approach also aligns with the latest recommendations from the APA [2] , and has been successfully applied in prior work evaluating animated transitions [16] . 3
Data Verification
Before running analyses, we performed a series of verifications to filter out invalid data and careless responses. We counted the number of failed attention trials. Out of 6 trials, only 8 participants failed 1 or 2 of such trials. Interestingly, several participants commented explicitly on the attention trials, e.g. "Despite watching with a paranoid intensity I never noticed any of the attention checks."
We also looked at answers that did not correspond to either visual variable involved in the trial, which can be seen as incoherent groupings. This data helps us verify if participants understood the instructions correctly. Twenty-one participants picked an incoherent choice once (out of the 42 trials), 5 picked an incoherent choice twice, and a single participant picked such an option 9 times in total. Given a total of 3,600 trials, this gives us confidence that our results are sound.
Dynamic vs. Static Groupings
In our study, we first set out to determine whether the LCF extends to dynamic luminance or size. Figure 2 shows the overall grouping strength of all three dynamic variables (one per row) when competing against static variables only (see Figure 3 for per-task results). The grouping strength of each dynamic visual variable was assessed by aggregating all trials where that variable was in competition with a static visual variable (i.e. 2 tasks × 3 repetitions = 6 data points per variable per participant), yielding a total of 100 data points for each of the DP, DS, and DL variables. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals were computed using bootstrapping [36] . In the figures, higher values (to the right) mean higher grouping strength. Overall, the grouping strength of a variable can be understood as the probability that the variable will be most influencing perceptual grouping over another, conflicting visual grouping cues. Hence, a grouping strength above 0.5 in Figure 2 indicates a higher influence of the dynamic variable on grouping over that of the tested static variable. That all CIs fall to the right of the halfway mark (0.5) shows that these dynamic variables have stronger grouping strength than static ones.
Overall, our data confirms the LCF for motion (DP). Furthermore, the data leaves no doubt as to the strong positive effect of DL and DS on perceptual grouping for the type of tasks we tested, since all point estimates and associated CIs fall in the right half of the plot (i.e. above 0.5). In other words, grouping based on the dynamic behavior was chosen in more cases than cases it was not chosen.
Relations Between Gestalt Laws
Our second research question concerned the relationship between different Gestalt laws. Figure 3 shows a detailed summary of the results of our experiment. The leftmost column shows the overall grouping strength of each visual variable. The grouping strength was assessed by aggregating all trials where the corresponding visual variable was 3 Dragicevic [21] provides more details on fair statistical practices for HCI. involved (i.e. 4 tasks × 3 repetitions = 12 trials per variable per participant) across participants, yielding a total of 100 data points for each visual variable. A higher value means a stronger grouping power.
While it is clear from the plots (left column) that DP and DS have stronger grouping power overall (CIs > 0.5) than DL, SS, and SL (CIs < 0.5), no strict order can be established between all 6 visual variables.
In the right part of Figure 3 (columns 2-7) , a tabular view similar to Table 1 
summarizes all comparison tasks (one per cell). Each cell corresponds to the comparison of one visual variable (one per row)
against another visual variable (one per column). The effect of each visual variable on grouping was assessed by performing a contrast, i.e. aggregating all trials corresponding to that comparative task for each of the two visual variables involved.
This detailed view allows us to refine our comparative assessment. Reviewing all visual variables (i.e. reading the table column-bycolumn), we can make all possible pairwise comparisons. Considering grouping by dynamic behavior, DP has a clear observable effect on perceptual grouping when in competition with DL, SS, or SL. DS also exhibits a strong effect when competing against DL or SP. DL has stronger grouping power than SS. As for the static variables, SP appears weaker compared to DS; it is, however, a fair competitor to DL, as well as SS and SL. SS is clearly not as strong a grouping factor as variables DP and DL, but is as strong of a factor as SP and SL. Finally, SL has a weaker effect on grouping than DP; however, it has similar grouping power to DL, SP, and SS.
Participant Feedback
Reviewing the open comments that participants entered at the end of study revealed that the grouping difficulty diverged between participants. Some found the task easy to do, while many others felt it was hard to decide on a grouping. Reviewing comments of the participants who struggled reach a decision, we discern that pairing was challenging mainly because they found different possible ways to group objects: "It was sometimes hard to determine groups because you could associate them together in a few different ways." The conflictingboth valid-options made them hesitant as to what visual factor would yield the best group: "It was hard to decide which characteristic made it the best pairings," and "It was not always easy to decide. I tried to prioritize..." These comments reinforce the idea that perceptual grouping of several groups-where none of the visual variable dominates the other-is possible in some cases. The forced choice imposed in our experiment may have conflicted with participants' perceptions.
Some participants went beyond giving general comments and explained the grouping strategy they adopted during trials. Several comments confirmed traditional LCF, e.g., "I tended to group those together that were moving in the same direction," and "Anytime the motion was the same I pretty much felt that was the highest criteria for what was a group." Some manifested a more generalized definition of common fate: "I would look for ones that were doing the same thingsuch as changing size-and group those." Overall, as suggested by our quantitative results, no strict order between the variables emerged.
FOLLOW-UP: COMMON FATE FOR TREND VISUALIZATION
The main study in this paper was designed to maximize internal validity by carefully controlling and balancing each experimental factor, at the price of compromising ecological validity. We focused on a small number of points, and, in order to guarantee observable effects, we enforced the best possible conditions for each visual variable to create distinct groups. Other possible scenarios include a wider range of values as initial and final states (e.g., shades of gray instead of white or black), making the perceptual identification of groups more difficult.
To provide complementary findings applicable to more realistic data visualization settings with a larger number of visual objects, we also report on a follow-up study assessing the LCF for two types of trend visualizations: an animated scatterplot inspired by Gapminder, 4 as well as a dynamic thematic map of election data. The focus of this study was on obtaining nuanced qualitative insight into more complicated use cases of the notion of common fate, to further our understanding of what influences grouping in a dynamic visualization. Thus, we limit this follow-up experiment to the dynamic variants of the three visual variables: DP, DS, and DL.
In both visualizations, the magnitude of the change in the dynamic variables was mapped to the change in the underlying data variables. Color scales used linear interpolation in the L*a*b* color space. Animated transitions lasted 2 seconds and used linear interpolation. Participants could replay the animation using a 'replay' button. They entered written explanations for each question, but were also encouraged to think aloud, and to elaborate verbally on their written answers.
Gapminder-like Animated Scatterplot
In the animated scatterplot, each bubble represents a country and encodes four data dimensions: life expectancy, fertility rate, child mortality, and income (Figure 4 , left) [28] .
In this condition, we presented participants with three different configurations of the scatterplot that we generated by varying the visual encoding of the four data dimensions. Life expectancy was always assigned to vertical position. The other variables were each assigned to horizontal position, size, and luminance exactly once. The experimental interface is available at: http://tiny.cc/gapminder_plot.
During each animated transition, all three visual variables change simultaneously to portray the change in the data between 1960 and 2014 (linearly interpolating between the two years). The visualization viewport was 600×600 pixels, the radii of points varied between [4px, 14px], and luminance varied between [0.33, 1.00] since occlusion made distinguishing countries difficult when using pure black.
Election Data Bubble Map
In the map visualization (Figure 4, right) , an animated bubble is displayed on top of each state to represent two data dimensions: change in voter turnout [54, 55] and Democratic vote share from 2012 to 2016 [65, 66] . All points start out with an identical color and radius to minimize the influence of the initial state.
The study involved four different configurations of the map visualization that we generated by varying both the visual encoding of the two data dimensions and the section of the map that was displayed. Every participant saw the same four map sections, which each showed roughly one quarter of the U.S. (with some overlap) to reduce training effects between trials. The two data dimensions were mapped to one of DL or DP in each trial. Hence, the four configurations presented the combination of two different instances of visual encoding and four different map sections. The viewport size was 800×400 pixels, the radii of points varied between [4px, 14px], and luminance varied between [0.0, 1.0]. The experimental interface can be accessed at:
http://tiny.cc/election_map.
Method
We recruited 10 participants (M age = 24, 4 female) using in-course announcements and university message boards. Compensation was $10 or course credit, and the experiment lasted 45-60 minutes.
The order of the two visualization conditions was counterbalanced between participants. Participants answered all questions for every trial in each of the two conditions (total number of questions was 21): Q1. What patterns do you see in the visualization? Describe (at least) 2-3 groups of points that behave in the same way. Q2. Which [country/state] is closest in behavior to the selected one? Q3. Which dynamic variable(s) create the most visible patterns?
The experiment was audio recorded. The participants were instructed to give written explanations for each of their answers, and were encouraged to give verbal details on their analytic process.
Results
Results were based on a holistic analysis of participants' input, including written answers to the experimental trials, transcriptions of thinkaloud comments, and numerical answers to survey questions. The author who conducted the experiment developed a list of top-down themes that were used to qualitatively analyze the data.
Overall, all participants successfully identified patterns using all three dynamic variables in response to Q1; e.g., "small group of points moving horizontally [...] while also getting darker, but no significant change in size" (P8), and "one set of points increase in size, another (possible overlapping) set go black" (P6).
In their answers participants also showed that they could effectively map dynamic changes in the visual variables to meaningful trends in the underlying data; e.g., "points on the right got darker, while on average also increasing in size slightly. This indicates that there was a negative change in [Democratic] vote share, with a small increase in voter turnout." (P8), and "Life expectancy for richer people gets higher" (P7). Overall, participants tended to reason in the data space for the pattern identification task (Q1), while they combined both data space and visual space reasoning for the closest behavior task (Q2).
Most of the participants successfully performed conjunction search in response to Q2, by finding data points that changed similarly in all dynamic variables simultaneously. However, others used only one or two visual variables in the Gapminder example: e.g., P3 used only DP and P5 used only two variables at a time (DS and either DL or DP).
Participants made semantically meaningful choices using the three dynamic variables with no access to information about the identity of the countries (e.g., Qatar was most often identified as closest in behavior to Kuwait while Thailand and Brazil were most commonly identified as similar to Vietnam). Several participants described focusing on different variables sequentially in this task, e.g., "I first look at the change in size [...] and then I look at the brightness" (P4). 
Relative Strength of Dynamic Variables
Numerical answers to Q3 5 (Figure 4 ) provide a ranking that can be compared with the results of our crowdsourced study.
In the Gapminder condition, DP was overwhelmingly ranked as the strongest variable. DS appeared to be the next strongest, and was ranked first or second twice as often as DL. This deviates slightly from the first study, where DP was only marginally stronger than DS. In the map condition, however, while DL was ranked as the strongest variable slightly more often than DS, there was no clear overall trend. Participants commented that it was difficult to rank these variables, e.g., "Between color and size, both seem equally prominent" (P5). This again differs from past results, where DS dominated DL.
Differences in the underlying data caused rankings to vary between trials for the same participant, with only two participants assigning the same ranks to DP and DS for all four maps, and only one participant assigning completely consistent ranks in the Gapminder condition.
Dynamic Behavior
Participants used both the dynamic behavior of the points and their initial and final states when identifying trends; e.g., P7 felt two countries were close in behavior "because position-wise they're converging to the same place and [...] color-wise they're also doing [the] same." P9 focused on dynamic behavior; i.e., "they didn't start [...] similar to each other, but their rapid growth was similar." When describing similarities in dynamic behavior, participants commented mostly on direction and magnitude of the change: "It's moving the same way, moving in the same direction at nearly the same speed" (P6). The perceived synchrony of change also seemed important for dynamic behavior: "they changed almost at the same time [...] the brightnesses are getting darker [in the] same direction at the same time" (P5).
Proximity
Proximity was mentioned several times as an important cue for group formation. Though our definition of common fate similarity in § 4.3.2 is independent of proximity (SP-similarity), participants reported that it was easier to group data points together using one of the dynamic variables if they were close together; e.g., "They are also close to each other, so it was easy to detect them" (P2), "I guess I have greater confidence too, when it's closer" (P10). In addition, when answering Q2, P4 reported focusing on countries near the target in the Gapminder condition, and P5 used proximity to the target to break ties between otherwise similar candidates in the map condition. While the first experiment showed that DP and DS have stronger mean grouping strengths than SP, these observations suggest that SP-similarity could play a mediating role in the perception of all three dynamic variables.
While close distances seemed to facilitate comparison and group identification for some participants, sparsity also played an important role in detecting dynamic behaviors: "This one is more noticeable than other circles because it's isolated" (P2); "Position is very obvious. The circles are becoming extremely sparse!" (P7).
Cardinality
Several participants noted that the number of points that underwent a certain dynamic change increased the visibility of the patterns variable produced. "Brightness was [...] strongest because there were three points that changed in brightness dramatically while only one point changed in size" (P8), and "The size was the strongest due to the larger amount of circles in this cluster" (P9). On the other hand, a few participants felt that a small number of outliers that changed significantly in one dynamic variable could influence them to find the rest of the changes in that variable greater as well: "those circles that move quickly, that kind of biases my mind" (P2), and "The white circle on the upper right catches my attention more than any other circles, so I tend to think the size is more noticeable" (P2). Still, participants were also able to detect patterns involving a small number of data points: "Only a few circles both change income and life expectancy" (P2), and "there is a group of 2 or 3 points which started in the bottom left and moved vertically upwards while slightly decreasing in size" (P8).
Interactions Between Dynamic Variables
One participant felt that because DP drew his attention, he was more likely to notice changes in DS in the vicinity: "my eyes keep following that trend [...] the trend of position which correlates to stronger size changes" (P10). DP was also sometimes perceived as interfering with the other two variables: "the color and the size [are] so hard to see when there's so much stuff and it's moving so fast" (P1).
DISCUSSION
Our work focuses on exploring the meaning of the seemingly straightforward concept of "common fate" in Gestalt psychology. Is that term merely shorthand for "visual elements that move in the same way," or does it suggest a more fundamental meaning: visual elements behaving in the same way, regardless of what that behavior is? Put differently, we were interested in learning which dynamic behaviors, beyond common velocity, would create the perception of grouping in a dynamic visualization. Our secondary objective was to determine how these dynamic groupings interact with static visual properties such as proximity, luminance, and size of graphical objects. The results from our crowdsourced study give a quantitative basis to begin answering these questions, while our follow-up study offers insight into how these results might generalize to real-world settings.
Overall, our results confirm H1, that the Law of Common Fate applies to dynamic luminance and dynamic size, and that these variables can be used for analyzing trends in realistic dynamic visualization scenarios. We further show that users can effectively perform conjunctive queries using two or three dynamic variables simultaneously.
We confirm, as shown in Figure 2 , that the three dynamic variables (DP, DL, and DS) present a clear overall benefit compared to static visual variables, and in particular confirm H2 (that the Law of Common Fate is stronger than the Law of Proximity) for DP and DS (Figure 3) .
We also develop some notion of the relative strengths of the three dynamic variables; in Figure 3 , DL is clearly outperformed by DP and DS while there is no clear distinction between these latter two. However, in our second study, we observed some perturbation of the ranking-DL and DS, which had been clearly different in grouping strength, became difficult for participants to rank when evaluated in isolation in this study. Similarly, DS and DP were roughly equivalent in the main study, but DP outperformed DS in the second one.
These deviations may both result from DS becoming weaker under less idealized conditions, where larger number of points each change by smaller magnitudes. The fact that the trends in the election data set created clusters that were less distinct and discriminable than in the first study may have also led to the decrease in the dominance of the DS condition. Realistic design scenarios may also put limits on parameter values that might affect relative grouping strengths. For example, design constraints forced us to use a smaller dynamic range for luminance in the Gapminder visualization.
The fact that DS still dominated DL in the Gapminder condition may be related to the interference between DP and the other variables. In the real world, objects usually grow or shrink in our field of view when moving closer or further [43] . It may well be the case that, when compared to DL, DS benefits from our ability to perceive such motion and so is more effective when employed in conjunction with DP. This aligns with prior work on motion decomposition [27, 43] .
Implications for Dynamic Information Visualization
The two studies have several design implications that can guide the use of common fate groupings in visualization.
Encoding dynamic groups in visualizations. Choosing visual variables to emphasize groups is highly constrained by the visual encoding of the visualization. For example, if SP is already mapped to an attribute, employing DP for grouping is not possible, since it may be perceived as a change in this underlying attribute's values. The fact that DL and DS create the impression of common fate thus greatly increases the range of possibilities for encoding dynamic groups.
Revealing several groups. When encoding two variables in conjunction, use variables that are similar in perceptual grouping strength. For example, in our follow-up experiment, participants found DS/DL and DP/DS pairings more tractable than the DP/DL pairing, which is consistent with the main study results. This also implies that DL would be the most appropriate dynamic variable for use in conjunction with SP, and DS the most appropriate for use in conjunction with SL (a combination that has been previously investigated in graph drawing [27] ).
Making a single group salient. When used to focus attention on a single group, the visual variable with strongest grouping power should be preferred. For example, if objects have arbitrary size and semantically meaningful static position and dynamic luminance (i.e., SP and DL encode values), a sub-group has most chance to pop out if highlighted using DS rather than SS, the equivalent static variable.
Future Work
Some limitations to our studies suggest further investigations into the role of dynamic visual properties in perceptual grouping.
Interference and separability. Robust determination of relative grouping strength relies on the assumption of separability-i.e., that participants can make independent judgments about each variable [3, 29] . While the static variables are known to be separable or mostly separable [60] , the separability of the dynamic variables is less wellcharacterized. Our work mostly supports the separability of the tested combinations, especially comments from the closest behavior task, where participants described attending to each dimension sequentially. However, other comments showed that DP could be distracting, impeding participants' ability to perceive other variables, which is consistent with prior work on motion silencing [52] . Since participants repeatedly commented that DP seemed to draw their attention, it is possible that large changes in position blind participants to smaller changes in color or size, forcing recourse to focused attention to perceive these trends. Interestingly, prior work in vision science [42] has found that DL does not interfere with accurate velocity perception, suggesting that these variables may be asymmetrically separable [3] . The degree of interference between the pairs of variables treated here requires future investigation. The speeded classification tasks described by Ashby and Maddox [3] would help give a complete account. Parameter values. The main study would have benefited from more principled selection of parameter values (c.f., [53] ), since these may have affected grouping strengths. While our crowdsourced study enabled us to recruit a larger number of participants than would have otherwise been feasible, it also adds some variability since we were unable to control resolution or display parameters that are important for a psychophysical study. Repeating our experiments in a lab scenario with a wider and better controlled range of parameters would strengthen the conclusions. On the other hand, Heer and Bostock [31] have shown that many graphical perception effects from laboratory studies can be replicated in a crowdsourced setting. Furthermore, relative grouping strengths of separable variables are known to be "fairly impervious to manipulations of discriminability" [29] , giving a degree of confidence that our results would match such a replication.
Rich interpolations and dynamic relationships. In this work, we studied monotonous, linear interpolations in ordered space. More sophisticated transitions, e.g., rhythmic patterns (blinking, pulsing, vibration) or exaggerations (overshoot) may create further groupings that follow LCF. Moving from the tightly controlled first experiment to a scenario where the magnitude and granularity of transitions were determined by underlying data created more complex dynamic relationships. In describing their decision process, participants made use of a diverse range of features, including perceived direction, speed, magnitude and synchrony of changes, as well as similarity of initial and final states. Figure 5 shows a few of the possible emergent combinations of these features. Future work should quantitatively investigate their possible effects on grouping strength.
CONCLUSION
We have presented results from a crowdsourced perception task involving four visual objects with varying static and dynamic visual properties. By orthogonally pairing these objects, we were able to assign conflicting visual behaviors to two sets of pairs, and determine which of these behaviors resulted in stronger perceived grouping.
Ultimately, our results confirm empirically that the Law of Common Fate is not restricted to mere motion, and that dynamic luminance and dynamic size also have strong grouping power. Our follow-up study demonstrated how the relative strength of dynamic visual variables might shift when applied to more realistic visualization scenarios, and showed that participants were capable of making use of these variables for pattern identification and conjunction search.
In the future, we anticipate operationalizing these results to design animated transitions that are easier to comprehend. Visual grouping can be used to create structured animations that reduce the number of objects to track [14, 44] . As such, our results uncover one route forward in improving the effectiveness of animated data graphics.
